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Welcome / Introduction
• What exactly is a fursuit? A fursuit is simply an animal character costume of a quality typically
associated with professional mascot characters. There is a difference – a fursuit is more customized to
the owner in terms of size and looks, typically with a more naturally proportional head and being made
from nicer materials than a pro mascot suit.
• Why own and wear a fursuit? In a nutshell, fursuiting or costuming is exciting, entertaining, and highly
rewarding.
• Sadly, it is also an often-misunderstood activity. People often wonder why anyone would want to wrap
themselves up in a furry costume and go out and act silly and crazy while getting hot, sweaty, and even
sore and tired afterward. The answer is that costume character performers get to have so much fun:
o You can so easily overcome your inhibitions while in costume
o You get a license to do silly and crazy things that you would never do in person
o You get to make people laugh and smile happily while forgetting their troubles for a little while.
o You get to interact with people in the role of a fantasy character, and they get to interact with a
fantasy character in a way they could never do without the magical power of the costume.
• The cool thing is that you can take fursuiting as far as you want to:
o You can just fursuit for fun at furry gatherings and events
o You can volunteer your character at community and charitable events
o You can hire your character(s) out for performances in your spare time
o You can take part-time mascot gigs
o You can build fursuits for others in your spare time
o You can work full time as a costume character in a theme park or sports arena
How to Figure Out if Fursuiting is Right For You
• Try out a Rental Costume
o Most areas have a costume rental shop that will have some mascot-style animal costumes. Get
someone at the store to help you find a suit sized right for you and try it on in the store. If you’re
willing to spend $40 or so, you can rent the suit for a suit for a night or two to really get a sense
of what it’s like – you’ll just have to leave a deposit (credit cards work well for this) that you’ll
get back when you return the suit.
• Try out a Loaner Costume
o Talk with a good friend who is a fursuiter and about your size, and politely ask if s/he has an
older costume that you could borrow for a little while. Don’t feel bad if you’re told ‘no’ – some
people are sensitive to the hygienic issues of sharing a suit and wouldn’t share with anyone. On
that note, do not ever try on someone else’s fursuit or even parts of someone else’s suit without
explicit permission.
How to Obtain a Fursuit
• Options in Order of Cost
o You can always build a fursuit yourself (visit www.fursuit.org for lots of detailed information)
Requires a little skill, a little determination, and lot of time and creativity.
Typical Cost: $100 - $200, but can easily get much higher if you want electronic features,
very high-end furs, or any out of the ordinary features.
o Buy a used costume
Caveat Emptor: you never know for sure what condition a suit will be in – all you have is
the word of the seller.
Get as much information as possible on the condition of the costume. Request pictures,
including close-ups of the head and paws. Get exact measurements on suit size (height,
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chest, waist, thighs, head, and feet), and if the seller lives close enough, go and try on the
suit before you buy it.
Sources: From another fursuiter, From an online store (FurBid, Ebay, etc.), From a local
costume shop (they sometimes will sell off older costumes to make room for new ones).
Typical Cost: $400 - $800
o Buy a new cookie-cutter costume
Cookie-cutters are made from pre-existing patterns. This keeps the costs down, by
spreading the design costs over multiple customers, but this also means that other people
inside and outside the fandom may have the exact same costume.
Online stores – Large selections, but you can’t try before you buy; Local brick & mortar
stores - Smaller selection, but you can try before you buy.
Typical Cost: $700 - $1200
o Custom or Semi-Custom Built Partial Suits
A partial suit is a costume head, tail, feet, and gloves worn with oversized shirt and pants
Parts could be custom built or picked up used or bought from online shops that sell
individual parts.
Usually done with long-sleeve shirt and long pants, but can be done with shorts and a
short-sleeve shirt, though you then have to figure out a good way to keep the legs and
arms from slipping down.
Reality is that partial suits are not much cheaper or more breathable than full fursuits.
The main two reasons for getting a partial suit are if you want your character to always
wear clothes, in which case the bodysuit wouldn’t matter, or if you know that you want to
often quickly change in and out of costume and don’t want to have to switch between a
body suit and regular clothes each time.
Typical Cost: $500 - $1000
o Custom Built Full Suit
Most common practice is to commission a fur who builds fursuits for hire. Do keep in
mind that many who do this are building suits as a side venture, and can only build a
limited number of suits in a given time. If you need a suit by a specific date, order at
least six months before that date to be safe. With popular builders, you may need to
order over a year in advance!
You can get a custom suit for as little as $800 from a newcomer to the building scene, but
you won’t have a lot of background on that builder to look at first. Popular, wellestablished builders will typically start in the $1500 range. Of course, the more custom
you get, the higher the price goes.
You can also commission a suit from a non-furry mascot building company - you may
not get the exact furry look and feel this way, but you might get faster service.
For a custom suit, you’ll need to provide a character model sheet, which has drawings of
your character from all sides and callouts to show any specific details that are important
to you. You can either make this yourself or commission an artist (which could be the
builder) to make one for you.
Mix and match: Buy a head (typically the most difficult part) and build the rest yourself.
Warnings!
o Research any builder or seller before sending any money – ask in fursuiting online communities
and/or talk to friends who have had custom costumes made to get recommendations of good,
honest builders. Just because a person is a good artist doesn’t mean that s/he has good business
sense.
o When ordering from online catalog retailers make certain of what’s included. Some may not
include decent gloves or feet, or in place of feet may include cheesy ‘foot covers’. Ask around
and go with a recommended retailer (e.g. Marylens) if at all possible.

Fursuit Costume Accessories
• Accessorizing your fursuit helps to give your character a unique look so that you’ll stand out better
amongst all of the other fursuiters at a big event. Consider the following:
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Hats (be sure to secure them to the costume head)
Scarves, bandanas, collars, capes
Shirts and/or shorts
Costume jewelry – earrings, necklaces, etc. (don’t make them too big or with sharp, pointed
edges)
o Personal fursona badges (and don’t forget that you’ll also need to wear your con badge)
o Glasses – regular or sunglasses
You’ll typically have to get either clown glasses or ones made specifically for mascot
heads
With sunglasses, be sure that they don’t hinder your already limited vision
o Oversize tennis-shoe-style slippers – these are sold in stores like Wal-Mart during the late fall
and winter months, where you would find bedroom slippers. They make for great ‘outdoor feet’
for those times when you want to be really active and don’t want to trip over large foot paws.
o And, don’t forget the Santa Fox specialty – bells! In fact, any kind of noisemaking accessory
can be a lot of fun by drawing attention to you. Just don’t annoy others with your noisemaker by
overusing it.
Remember that most items will need to be one or two sizes larger than what you would normally wear.
Think outside the box and consider what would be a good compliment to your particular fursuit
character. E.g. a big shiny bell hung around the neck of a raccoon character would generate a lot of
laughs from your fellow furs, especially if you grab it from time to time and start playing with it with an
intense fascination for the shinny surface
o
o
o
o

•
•

Performance Accessories to Make Your Life a Little Easier
• Fursuiting clothes
o You’ll want something comfortable to wear under your costume – NEVER go out naked under
the suit or only wearing your skivvies! [Additional note: NEVER cover yourself in
antiperspirant! You have to sweat to keep your body temperature from getting too high – not
sweating can easily lead to suffering heat stroke]
o A good option is some kind of athletic-style nylon/polyester clothing. Discount stores often have
low-cost off-brand varieties, or you can go right for the top with UnderArmour clothing.
Depending on your preferences, you can get either short or long shirts and short or long pants.
o Some like full-body nylon unitards with hoods – these cover you from head to toe leaving only
your face visible – a little strange looking, but a great way to keep most of your sweat against
your body and off of your costume. A similar option is to get a dive skin.
o If you go with an option other than a unitard, consider buying a balaclava hood to cover your
head. A hood can make a costume head more comfortable while also keeping more of your
sweat out of the head. You can find balaclavas in cycling shops, motorcycle shops, and outdoor
stores like REI.
o Don’t forget socks – it’s an especially good idea to always wear socks as this keeps your
costume feet much cleaner and thus makes keeping them clean much easier to do.
o Consider buying enough clothes for four days – one set for each day of a typical furry con, plus
either the night before or the day after the con when outside outings often occur.
• Cool wraps, filled with a special crystal gel, are the best cooling devices IMHO.
o Get the thicker ones sold in places like QVC – thin ones as found at Wal-Mart don’t have enough
crystal gel to be very useful. Soak in water before you leave home, and then keep chilled in a
cooler bag for best results
o Best to have them close to your neck in order to absorb heat from your main arteries. To make
this easy to do, consider adding crimp-on snaps to keep from having to tie the cool wrap each
time you put it on.
o Avoid the full ice vests, as they tend to be too heavy for most suiters and produce too much cold
– breathing in your own chilled exhaled air could lead to pneumonia
• Waterproof pouch on a neck cord
o Can also be worn under the suit and accessed by pulling it out by its cord.
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o Use it to hold important stuff, like room key, car key, ID card, medical insurance card, or even
your whole wallet. A pouch makes it easy to get to these items without having to pull half your
suit off first.
Stopwatch on a neck cord
o It can be hard to find wall clocks at fur meets, and you’ll want to get to the activities on time, so
having some kind of simple watch on you while you’re suiting can be a big help. Can be worn
inside or outside the suit.
o Alternatively, get a small keychain clip-on clock and attach to the back of one of your badges.
A repair kit – like insurance, you hope you won’t need it, but when you do, you’ll be glad to have it:
o Sewing supplies: thread, scissors, needles, safety pins
o Adhesives: Hot glue gun and cloth tape
o Multi-tool with screwdriver set & pliers
Duffle Bag and Personal Accessories
o Get a separate small duffle bag just for fursuiting events. You can keep a lot of stuff in it and
then have it ready to go anytime an activity comes up
o Things to pack in your duffle besides clothes: cool wraps, stopwatch, waterproof pouch, hand
towels, paper towels, repair kit, flashlight on cord, travel hair dryer, straws

Preparing to Fursuit
• Once you have your suit, try it on at home and get used to the fit and feel of the costume. Build up your
endurance by staying in the costume for increasingly longer times each time you put it on.
• As you continue to practice in the costume, take note of any problems, such as chafing due to the
rubbing of the suit against your skin. Try to figure out ways to solve these problems before you take the
suit to its first event.
• If you bought a used suit, make sure it fits you right. If it’s too small for you, you’ll need to figure out a
way to hide the skin that shows through. If it’s too big, look at altering it to shorten the arms and legs,
or possibly even take in the body if necessary.
• Try doing lots of typical and atypical activities while in the full suit – try to pick up and manipulate
objects to see how well you can interact with the rest of the world while wearing your costume’s gloves.
• Determine how easily you can walk around and see while in your fursuit. Decide whether or not you
will need a spotter to help you move over long distances (e.g. from a hotel room down to the fur meet
spaces).
• If you wear glasses, figure out if you can get by without them while in costume, as they usually fog up
too easily if worn under a costume head. Contact lens probably work better, but of course, not everyone
can stand them. If you must wear glasses under the suit, coat them with soap and buff clear to keep
them from fogging up.
• Develop your character’s personality – stand in front of a full-length mirror or a good friend and try
different movements and gestures to see how they come across. Figure out how to communicate
common thoughts and feelings (happy, sad, scared, tired, excited, nervous, timid, curious, etc.)
• Create a shtick for yourself – a funny little routine that you can use as a greeting for each person you
meet. If your shtick is good enough, then it can really help you create a name for yourself.
Transporting your Fursuit
• Pack your suit securely in a good sturdy container – especially the head, as heads are often the most
fragile part.
• Don’t pack the suit until right before you leave so that it doesn’t have to be in a sealed container any
longer than necessary. Throw in some dryer fabric softener sheets to absorb odors – put them in the
jumpsuit, feet and gloves, and around the outside of the head (not inside – they’ll leave too strong an
odor in the head)
• When you get to your destination, unpack the suit right away so that it can air out, and if possible hang it
up so that any wrinkles can smooth themselves out.
• Don’t forget to pack and bring your fursuiting clothes and accessories. You might want to make a
packing checklist to ensure that you don’t leave something important behind.
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Once you are at a Furry Convention
• Walk around the hotel and get your bearings before going out in your fursuit. Find all of the important
rooms, and in particular the fursuit / headless lounge, and try to memorize paths between rooms and
from the main area to your hotel room. Look for easy-to-see landmarks to help you remember directions
and locations.
• If your room is a long way from the main convention areas and you are concerned about walking that far
in suit, you can always carry your suit down to the con’s headless lounge and suit up there.
• While you’re walking around, figure out where furs are most likely to hang out (by midday of the day
before the meet, there should already be lots of furs hanging out in the most popular areas). These are
the areas you will want to frequent when you are out fursuiting for fun between official events.
Performing in Fursuit – The Quick Tips
• The most important tip: Jump in headfirst and just get out there and have fun!
• My motto: it’s not the fursuit, but the fursuiter that makes or breaks a character. You can put a complete
novice in the best fursuit ever made, and you’ll have an uninteresting character. But, put a fursuiting pro
in a ratty old costume and you still have a great character, just because of the personality that an old pro
can project through the costume.
• Remember your shtick and use it often. This can help you make new friends, and by using it frequently
you can evolve it and perfect it.
• Look for ways to get involved in the meet’s variety show. Come up with your own act or offer to help
others with their acts (you can usually find at least one act looking for a few extras)
• Get involved with all of the other fursuiting activities, especially the parade and games. Panels are also
very helpful and can extend your knowledge of performing and building fursuits.
• Scritching is fun, especially in fursuit! However, you should exercise caution in scratching a nonfursuiter whom you don’t know, and certainly avoid anyone whom you know doesn’t like scritching.
• Some fursuiters may put together an off-site fursuit outing – keep your ears open, ask your friends, and
check the message board regularly to find out about these opportunities.
• It’s okay to greet other non-furry hotel guests, and this can be really fun and rewarding. Just beware that
if your character doesn’t have a typical mainstream cute and friendly look, guests may not receive it
very warmly.
• If you use the headless lounge as a dressing area, then please clean up after yourself before you leave the
room. Pack your loose items in your bags and move them to a corner where they won’t be in the way of
other suiters.

•
•
•

•

Don’t ever try on any part of another fursuiter’s costume without getting explicit permission first.
Fursuits are very personal items, and many suiters would be very uncomfortable with anyone else trying
on parts of their suit.
Don’t bring unnecessary items to the headless lounge – leave your jewelry, PDAs, cell phones, watches,
etc. locked up in your hotel room. Most furs are honest, decent people, but why take a chance on losing
something valuable?
Don’t be afraid to greet anyone you meet – that’s what it’s all about! Remember that as a fursuiter you
are a part of the entertainment for everyone else, so try to be entertaining.
Don’t go outside the hotel unless you are with a group and preferably with someone who is not in suit
who can act as a guide and representative. If you are ever questioned by a security or police officer, be
straightforward and honest about who you are and why you’re in a costume. If you are told to go back
inside, then do so without question.
Don’t go into stores, malls, etc. around fur meet hotels unless you have gotten prior explicit permission
from management. Most places do not like people showing up in full costume without prior warning,
and some will not allow anyone wearing a costume come inside. If you really want to go on an awayfrom-the-meet fursuit outing, try to find someone who’s already organizing an event so that you don’t
have to fool with making special arrangements.

For Additional Information
• The Fursuiting Website and Email List
o www.fursuit.org
• LiveJournal Communities
o Building: fursuit.livejournal.com
o Performing: behindtheseams.livejournal.com
o General: fursuitlounge.livejournal.com, fursuiters.livejournal.com
o Performance Opportunities: fursuit_gigs.livejournal.com
o Meet Other Suiters: inside_the_suit.livejournal.com
o Pictures of Fursuiters: fursuitpod.livejournal.com

Fursuiting Don’ts
• Don’t ever ignore fur meet staff or security! If they tell you to do something, then do it. Being in
costume gives you a lot of freedom, but it does not ever excuse you from following the rules of the fur
meet and the convention hotel.
• Don’t try to push yourself beyond your limits. If you start to feel tired or overheated, then go take a
break! While you are on break, drink plenty of good fluids (plain water first, then if you wish, a sports
drink like Gatorade, etc.) Avoid anything with caffeine or carbonation. An energy bar might be helpful
as a quick snack.
• Don’t be a ‘walker’ –a suiter who is too afraid to mingle, either because s/he feels too shy or is afraid of
getting a brand new fursuit dirty. Fursuiters need to mingle to be fun and interesting – being active is
the name of the game.
• Don’t rush your breaks. When you go in to take a break, stay for at least fifteen minutes if at all
possible. You need time to let your body fully cool down and calm down – otherwise you won’t last
very long when you go back out. It’s always helpful to get fully out of your suit while on break, as this
helps both you and the suit cool down faster.
• Don’t stand in front of the air conditioner after you’ve been suiting. You don’t want to chill yourself, as
you’re going to be covered in sweat. Instead, stand in front of the big fans – they’ll cool you down more
slowly.
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